A SUGGESTED DAILY ROUTINE

8:30  Opening Exercise
   › Monthly Scripture read aloud
   › Thought from a Proverb (2 -5mins)
   › Congratulations slips/announcements
   › Prayer

8:40  Drill: time tables OR Spelling etc.
      (Friday Quiz with a reward)

8:50  PACE work

9:30  Quiet Time Diary

9:35  PACE work

10:00 Break

10:15 PACE work

11:00 Break

11:15 PACE work

12:00 Break

12:05 PACE work

12:30 Lunch

1:30  Year 1-7
     Art, Craft, Bible
     Computer Sport
     Music, Science Experiments
     Butterfly, Insect, Leaf collections
     Typing, etc.

     Year 8-12
     PACE Work
     Electives including
     TAFE during the day or at night

2:30  Hobby

3:30  Finish

Alternative:  Father leads Monthly Scripture Memory passage at breakfast or Tea and gives comments.

Friday night:  Father presents weekly achievement award for special effort, e.g. Mars Bar.

Parents, please note this sheet contains suggestions which you may care to use or not use. Nothing is compulsory. However, we do highly recommend that you establish a daily routine for your Learning Centre as you will all perform well in the security of regular routine.